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Abstract 
The purpose of this report is to create a network analyzer tool which captures network traffic in real time 

and provides some network-based attacks. In this report I will outline the decisions made when 

completing this project, functionality of the application, differences between original design, what was 

implemented and key the outcomes that I have found while working on this project.  
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Introduction 
In this final report I will provide detailed analysis of my application flow. This includes network capturing, 

which will have detailed steps outlined how the application operates with visual guides provided. I will 

also provide visual guides and details for all the functionality included in the application such as host 

discovery, port scan, ARP poisoning, DHCP starvation and Denial of Service (DoS/DDoS). I will also provide 

a step-by-step use case examples to achieve the desired outcomes. I will also discuss my original design 

and specification of my application and compare this to what I was able to achieve. This will be 

accompanied by my learning outcomes that I have achieved while completing this project, both 

technological and personal learning outcomes.   

Project Description 
The network analyzer application is capable of capturing network traffic on any chosen interface that is 

available on a host computer, thus the sniffer component also is able to save and open network captured 

files in a well known pcap format. Pcap files can also be analyzed with other tools such as WireShark or 

Tcpdump. The sniffer component also has a variety of filtering options and is also capable of translating 

IP addresses to host names. In the details panel, packets can be analyzed by its fields.  

The host discovery component is able to identify alive end devices on any given network or just checking 

if given end device is active. The network analyzer has the functionality to scan for opened ports for a 

given IP address or domain name. It allows for the range to be specified.  

This application is also able to perform OSI layer 2 attacks, such as ARP poisoning, DHCP starvation and 

DoS/DDoS attacks. The ARP attack creates ARP packets and send one to a gateway and others to the 

target. This attack can also be utilized for DoS attacks when the packet forwarding is disabled. A DHCP 

starvation attack broadcasts forged DHCP requests until whereby servers are exhausted. Finally, 

DoS/DDoS created multiple threads with random source IP’s and ports thus constantly sending packets to 

a targeted IP or domain.  
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Application Flow 
The below will outline the Network Sniffer application flow in detail. All functionality and options will be 

specified under each category with examples of usage. 

 

Sniffer 
Sniffer option works by capturing traffic on a given or default interface and filter options can be applied. 

The application has an ability to import and export captured files in a well-known capture format pcap for 

later analysis or by using different tools. Below will be examples of different options that the sniffer part 

of an application will have. 

Run: this button will start application in the sniffer mode by capturing active traffic on a host that it is 

running on. As currently no option has been chosen for an active interface the application will take 

currently active default interface to capture traffic on. 
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Details Field: at the right-hand side of the application, details field will outline all the components of a 

selected packet. 

 

Stop: this button will stop current capture session, also it will append action, letting the user know what 

the application does at the current moment. In addition, it will reset filter options for future use. 
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Save: this option will allow user to save capture file in pcap format so that a capture could be analyzed 

using other tools if needed. 
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Open: will open chosen pcap file and import into application for further analysis. 

 

Clear: all output from network capture will be cleared. In addition, the user will be notified of actions 

taken by the application. 
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Bar Chart: Summary of packet capture will be displayed in a bar chart. All data packets will be sorted by 

frequency. Bar chart could be displayed while application actively working on capturing network traffic, 

when application is stopped but has data collected from previous inspection or from loaded capture file. 
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Pie Chart: Summary of packet capture will be displayed in a bar chart. All data packets will be sorted by 

frequency. Bar chart could be displayed while application actively working on capturing network traffic, 

when application is stopped but has data collected from previous inspection or from loaded capture file. 

 

Interface: the user has an option to choose an interface on which network capture will be initiated. It is 

useful if the device has more than one network interface card. However, if the interface is not chosen by 

default, the application will use a currently active default interface. Choice made by the user will be 

outlined in the bottom feedback field. 

Filter/Set Filter: allows the user to set a filter included from protocol to host. All filters can be applied that 

most of the popular applications have, such as WireShark. To set filter, criteria must be provided in a filter 

field and “set filter” button must be pressed. User will be notified when filter is set in the feedback field. 
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All options that were used for filtering will be stored in a local database and will be present for next time 

when the application will be used. Example below show filtering only ICMP packets. 

 

Host Names: this checkbox will try to translate to domain names if domain name is present. 
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Host Discovery 
This option has an ability to identify currently active hosts on a given network. It is also able to identify 

single target if a target internet protocol address is given. This functionality works by issuing ARP requests 

for given subnet or host using broadcast address. 

Start: starts host discovery when subnet provided in a form of “192.168.1.0/24” or a single IP address in 

a form of “192.168.1.1. Below will be examples of a host discovery in action and what information is given 

when one of the entries are selected from identified hosts table. 
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Port Scan 
Port scanner works by firstly checking if a host that application attempts to scan is up and if not, it lets the 

user know and doesn’t take any other actions. If host is up the application starts to scan by sending TCP 

synchronize packet to destined port that is defined in a range. Port scanner attempts to send TCP Syn 

packet from a random port number that is created on demand for each port in the range. For the scanner 

to work, IP address of a target or a domain name must be provided. Also, port range between 1 and 65535 

must be provided as min and max ports. If this range is not in the range specified, feedback will be given 

to the user with an error. To scan for a single port, both min and max must be the same. At the left-hand 

side will be displayed only opened ports and on the right-hand side all ports that were scanned. Below 

will be examples of an IP address scan and a domain name scan. 
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ARP Poison 
ARP poisoning attack is a type of man in the middle attack achieved through address resolution protocol 

(ARP). A bad actor sends ARP message to a target saying that he is a default gateway and at the same time 

bad actor sends ARP message to default gateway saying that he is a targeted device. Thus, completing 

these steps all traffic goes through malicious machine. Result of this all traffic can be captured before 

reaching the internet.  

To initiate ARP poisoning attack, first the user must provide target IP address and gateway IP address. If 

there is intention to prevent target from reaching internet by executing Denial of Service (DoS) attack, 

user can leave out packet forwarding disabled. If packet forwarding is disabled user will be notified that it 

will result to DoS attack on a targeted device.  
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Start: Initiates ARP poisoning attack assuming that target and default gateway is online, does checks 

before starting to ensure that both devices are online. If they are online, the ARP attack begins. 

 

Image below shows ARP table on a targeted device before initiating attack and after. By observing changes 

from first output address (gateway) 192.168.1.1 has a MAC address that ends in “df” and the device that 

ARP attack initiated from has address of 192.168.1.14 and corresponding MAC address that ends in “88”. 

After attack is initiated from the output we can see that addresses 192.168.1.1 and 192.168.1.14 

corresponds to the same MAC address that ends in “88”. 
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Stop: Stops currently active attack and sends reset packets to the targeted device and the gateway. Thus, 

hiding steps of an attack. Image below shows ARP table straight after stop was pressed. 

 

Target IP: Takes in targeted device IP address that attack will be performed on. 

Gateway IP: Takes in gateway IP address that device that attack is coming from will pretend to be default 

gateway. Image below shows that gateway settings have ARP attack protection enabled. This tool avoids 

detection of ARP attack, as per gateway settings it is supposed to protect against such attacks 

 

Packet Forwarding: Enables packet forwarding on running device, works on MacOS, Linux and Windows 

devices. If packet forwarding is not enabled it is resulting to DDoS/DoS attack on a targeted device. 
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DHCP Starvation 
DHCP starvation tab gives the ability for the application to perform DHCP starvation attack. This attack 

targets DHCP servers whereby forged DHCP requests are created by an application with the intent of 

exhausting all available IP addresses that can be allocated by the DHCP server. By performing this attack, 

legitimate network users can be denied service. 

To initiate DHCP starvation attack, start button must be pressed and application will start crafting forged 

DHCP packets and broadcast them to the broadcast domain. 

 

Start: starts DHCP starvation attack by forging DHCP packets and broadcasting them to the broadcast 

domain. 

Stop: stops DHCP starvation attack 

Interface: provides selection of interfaces that are available on a computer that the application is running. 

If nothing is selected default active interface will be chosen.  

Denial of Service (DoS, DDoS) 
A Denial of Service (DoS) is an attack meant to shut down a machine or network, making it inaccessible to 

its intended users. DoS attacks accomplish this by flooding the target with huge amounts of traffic. The 

DoS attack deprives legitimate users from accessing network or web pages. 

This application tries to hide its steps by randomizing source IP and source port for each of the threads. If 

one thread was executed application won’t randomize IP address or port. Thus, making this application 

perform with multiple threads as DDoS attack by randomizing source ports and IP addresses. If anyone 

would inspect traffic, it would look like packet flow comes from many different sources. 

To initiate DoS attack using network analyzer application target IP address or domain name must be 

provided, together with number of threads and targeted port number. If threads are provided more than 

one application will start sending packets from multiple threads thus initiating Distributed Denial of 

Service (DDoS) attack. 
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Start: starts Denial of Service (DoS) attack, assuming IP/Domain, thread count and port is provided 

 

Stop: stops currently running DoS attack, if attack is not currently running provides feedback allowing user 

to know this. Below screengrab when “Stop” was pressed twice, first time it stopped DoS attack, second 

time informed in a feedback field that attack is not running now and there is nothing to stop. 

 

Target IP/Domain: takes in parameter that holds IP address or Domain name of a target. 

Threads: takes parameter that defines how many threads must be executed while performing DoS attack. 

Port: takes parameter that tells application what port to target. 

Use Case Examples 

ARP Attack Capturing Traffic from Target 
Example below uses targets device IP address of 192.168.1.20 and default gateways IP address of 

192.168.1.1 

1. Turn on “Network Analyzer” and navigate to “Sniffer” tab. 

2. Provide filter as host address of a targeted device “host 192.168.1.20” and press “Set Filter” 

3. Navigate to “ARP Poison” tab 

4. Provide Target IP as “192.168.1.20” and default gateway IP of “192.168.1.1” 

5. Enable packet forwarding 

6. Press “Start” 

7. Navigate back to “Sniffer” tab and press “Run” 
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Below screengrab shows that only packets that has host address of 192.168.1.20 are captured using steps 

provided above. 
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Inspect packet flow during DHCP starvation attack 
1. Turn on application 

2. Navigate to “DHCP Starve” tab 

3. Press “Start” 

4. Navigate to “Sniffer” tab 

5. Provide filter as “host 0.0.0.0” 

6. Press set filter 

7. Press “run” 

8. Inspect packet flow 
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Inspect packet flow during DDoS attack 
1. Turn on application 

2. Navigate to “DoS” tab 

3. Provide targeted IP address, example used “1.1.1.1” 

4. Provide threads “100” so application will generate 100 threads with random source IP addresses 

and random source ports attached to the random IP’s 

5. Provide port number to target, as an example used port “80” 

6. Press “Start” 

7. Navigate to sniffer tab 

8. Provide filter “host 1.1.1.1” 

9. Press “Set filter” 

10. Inspect packet flow 

11. Pie chart shows how DDoS attack looks from visual perspective below 
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Original Design and Specifications Vs. Current Design and Specifications 
Not a lot was changed from the start to finish of my project only some functionality added as I felt I had 

time to do so. Original design had login component, after consulting my supervisor we have decided to 

remove this component as application has to be run with administrator/root privileges so user will be 

logged in as root/administrator user, removing need of registration component. The notes tab was 

removed as I don’t see need of it. Every computer has some text editor even terminal has vim. As it was 

suggested by a few supervisors I have added DHCP starvation attack and also DoS/DDoS attack. I was also 

advised to include visual representation of a network capture using graphs, therefore these suggestions 

were also implemented. 
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Learning Outcomes 
Below I will outline the learning outcomes that I have achieved during the course of completing this 

project, both from a technological and personal perspective.  

Technology 
This project provided me with the opportunity to gain better understanding of the networking concepts 

and OSI layers. I was exposed to how technologies can be used to perform network attacks in the real 

world. I was motivated to learn Phyton as part of my project, and from research I gained the understanding 

that this programming language is widely used in the workplace and is very important in my chosen work 

and study field. Qt framework was something that I also learned during the course of this project. Thread 

programming was something that at first I have struggled with, but now I feel confident in it. I have also 

strengthened my understanding and knowledge of portable database technologies SQLite. 

Personal 
From a personal perspective I felt that I learned how to better pace myself during this project. Having a 

project that had many months before the deadline meant that I had to ensure that I work on the project 

at least a few days a week, while also very importantly, not taking too much time away from other subjects 

and projects. Time management was crucial skill that I have gained as a result of this project and managing 

more than one project at a time will be a skill I will be able to carry with me into the workplace.  

I also gained better understanding of how the project life cycle works, starting from the initial phase which 

is research and continuing with the functional specifications and ending with the final result while also 

presenting my progress on a weekly basis to my supervisor. This also enhanced my presentation skills as 

well as online communication skills which will most definitely be useful in the workplace.  
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Achievement Review 
Network Sniffer (Analyzer) had successfully reached all functionality that was outlined in a project brief 

also as additional functionality that is outlined in a table below. 

No. Description Outcome 

1. Operational network sniffer Achieved 

2. Simple point and click interface Achieved 

3. Ability to ARP poison chosen target Achieved 

4. Identify hosts on a network Achieved 

5. Filter options on a sniffer Achieved 

6. Application works on multiple platforms (OSX, Linux, Windows)  Achieved 

7. Sniffer translates to domain names Achieved 

8. Local database to retain queries Achieved 

9. Scan for opened ports on a given target Achieved 

10. Export capture files in pcap format Achieved 

11. Import capture files in pcap format Achieved 

12. Displays packet information including binary format Achieved 

13. Ability to perform Denial of Service attack (DoS) Achieved 

14. Identify if host is active Achieved 

15. Perform DHCP starvation attack Achieved 

16. Visual representation of packet captures (Bar and Pie charts) Achieved 
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